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In the last 20 years, the shipping industry has taken a giant step toward automation. Since then,
transporting cargo has never been the same, but in a good way. Work has become less labor-
intensive. Digital data processing has replaced paper works. In short, the entire shipping process
has become faster, error-free, and much more efficient.

Nowadays, most modern shipping lines are equipped with various kinds of shipping solutions
software offering best cost benefits and enhanced operational efficiency. Integrated shipping
software simplifies shipping processes and maximizes productivity by automating various tasks
which otherwise requires a great deal of time and manual labor to perform.

Shipping company software provides scalable, enterprise-wide solutions to help carriers minimize
operational expenses and maximize profits. It enables shipping lines to control shipping activities
across multiple services and between ports through any internet connected device. Utilizing the
power of the internet, operators can manage cargo flow from a central office, and monitor agents,
equipments, and vessels from a single point which is more efficient than having several control
offices in different locations.

Marine software solutions are â€œnot one-size-fits-allâ€• and each type is usually designed to perform
certain functions only in the shipping process. Vessel operators must identify needs and find the
right type of software to be integrated into their existing systems infrastructure.

Time and cost are significant factors in every shipping transaction. Carriers must always consider
the most efficient and profitable transactions to remain competitive. Absent a reliable system to
forecast transaction costs and risks, several problems could arise, such as delayed shipments,
financial losses from unforeseen expenses, and unhappy customers.

Voyage Estimation Software or Voyage Calculation software allows vessel operators to assess the
profitability of each transaction before calling a port and during a port call. All relevant expenses are
considered and provide a complete picture of the costs per port call. Voyage Estimation Software
can be used run multiple calculations simultaneously so carriers can compare routes and go for
options with the best commercial value. Operators can estimate port costs, canal fees, charter
costs, bunker costs, and load/discharge costs automatically to forecast expenses accurately.

Container Tracking Software is another type of maritime software solution which makes it easy for
operators to identify current location of containers and cargo. It tracks the times and locations when
each cargo is entering/leaving the port and when it is loaded/discharged.

As shipping companies continue to experience string competition, maritime software companies are
constantly looking for improvements and efficiency gains.  New versions of maritime solutions
software provide upgrade options so that shipping companies can keep pace with the fast changing
technology. This allows them to work from well-supported platforms all the time and, where
necessary, to customize applications without doing any expensive overhauls or reprogramming.
Lastly, the key to making the most out of their investment is for carriers to identify the right marine
software company which provides quality products and reliable service.
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